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Big Lie that Won’t Die: Russiagate Still Around
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The scheme was cooked up by Obama/Biden regime Russophobes John Brennan, Hillary and
the DNC — to smear Russia and discredit Trump at the same time.

It  aimed to maintain and escalate US hostility  toward the Russian Federation –  for  its
sovereign independence, advocacy for world peace, opposition to Washington’s imperial
agenda, and having foiled its aim to transform Syria into another US vassal state.

It also relates to Sino/Russian unity – representing the only obstacle to Washington’s aim for
unchallenged global dominance.

Probes by special counsel Robert Mueller, as well as House and Senate committees found no
evidence of Russian US meddling.

Nor did the US intelligence community. Claims otherwise without corroborating evidence
were and remain baseless.

In US criminal judicial proceedings, evidence beyond a reasonable doubt is required for
convictions.

Without it, fairly and impartially adjudicated cases would be dismissed.

Time and again, Russia was falsely accused of US election meddling, notably in the run-up
to Trump v. Hillary in 2016.

To this day, no credible evidence ever proved accusations because none exists.

The Russiagate hoax remains one of the most shameful political chapters in US history,
exceeding the worst of McCarthyism because despite its exposed Big Lies, it’s still around.

Yet in 2018 testimony before House Intelligence Committee members, former Director of
National Intelligence James Clapper (2010 – 2017) said the following:

“I  never  saw  any  direct  empirical  evidence  that  the  Trump campaign  or
someone in it was plotting (or) conspiring with the Russians to meddle with the
election.”

“I do not recall any instance when I had direct evidence of the content of”
alleged Trump team-Russia collusion.

Remarks like the above, along with failure of probes by Mueller, House and Senate members
to present evidence of Russian US election meddling should have ended the Russiagate
witch-hunt once and for all.
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While largely dormant in the run-up to and aftermath of US Election 2020, it could resurface
any time in old or new form.

In following NYT reports on other issues, most recently with regard to Trump v. Biden/Harris,
I haven’t seen a Russiagate report in its online editions for some time.

Belatedly I discovered an August 2020 mini-book-length article in the NYT Magazine (online),
a publication I don’t follow.

It  discusses  a  classified  National  Intelligence  Estimate  (NIE)  of  various  geopolitical  issues,
this one prepared in July 2019.

The  Times:  “According  to  multiple  officials  who  saw  it,  the  document  discussed  Russia’s
ongoing efforts to influence US elections: the 2020 presidential contest and 2024’s as well
(sic).”

Its so-called “interest” is much the same as in other nations.

“Interest” has nothing to do with meddling. No credible evidence ever surfaced to show US
election interference by any nations.

It’s in sharp contrast to credible evidence of US meddling in scores of elections abroad
throughout the post-WW II period and earlier.

According  to  “key  judgments”  of  US  intelligence  officials,  “Russia  favored  the  current
president:  Donald  Trump,”  adding:

Ahead of the summer 2020 party national conventions, “Russia worked in support of the
(Dem) presidential candidate Bernie Sanders,” said the Times, based on the NIE report.

It wasn’t “genuine” support for Sanders, just an effort “to weaken that party and ultimately
help the current US president (sic).”

The  Times:  “Just  as  this  article  was  going  to  press,”  the  Office  of  the  Director  of  National
Intelligence (ODNI) claimed the following:

Moscow “is using a range of measures to primarily denigrate former (Joe) Biden and what it
sees as an anti-Russia ‘establishment (sic).’ ”

The ODNI accused Moscow of “sophisticated election-disrupting capabilities (sic).”

An unnamed intelligence community source familiar with the NIE was quoted, saying it’s
“100 percent reliable (sic).”

Left unexplained by the Times was that from inception to the present day, Russiagate was
and remains a colossal hoax.

No evidence ever surfaced to suggest Kremlin US election meddling, nor by any other
foreign country.

What the NIE allegedly called “100 percent reliable” defied reality. It’s part of longstanding
Russia bashing.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/08/magazine/us-russia-intelligence.html
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In January 2017, a US intelligence community report titled “Assessing Russian Activities and
Intentions in Recent US Elections: The Analytic Process and Cyber Incident Attribution” —
claiming Trump v. Hillary election meddling — included no evidence proving it.

None existed then or now to present day.

When Vladimir Putin was asked if he wanted Trump to win in 2016 — at a joint Helsinki,
Finland news conference with DJT in July 2018 — he replied: “Yes, I did.”

His preference for Trump over Hillary was unrelated to election meddling.

If  other foreign leaders expressed a preference for one US presidential  candidate over
another, the same logic holds.

One thing has nothing to do with the other. Implying otherwise is an act of deception, a
longstanding US intelligence community and Times specialty.

Trump  was  justifiably  skeptical  about  accusations  of  Russian  US  election  meddling  that
favored  him  over  Hillary  in  2016  or  over  Biden/Harris  this  month.

According to the Times, Trump’s objections to claims about alleged Russia US election
meddling “alarm(ed) the intelligence community.”

Former  acting  CIA  director/Hillary  campaign  advisor  Michael  Morell  was  quoted  calling
Trump “an unwitting agent of the Russian Federation.”

He’s a political novice, geopolitical know-nothing, first ever US reality TV president.

He’s no witting or unwitting Russian agent.

Separately, Morell defied reality, claiming:

Election  2016  was  “the  only  time  in  American  history  when  we’ve  been
attacked by a foreign country and not come together as a nation,” adding:

“In fact, it split us further apart.”

“It  was  an  inexpensive,  relatively  easy  to  carry  out  covert  mission.”  It
deepened our divisions.”

“I’m  absolutely  convinced  that  those  Russian  intelligence  officers  who  put
together and managed the attack on our democracy (sic) in 2016 all received
medals personally from Vladimir Putin (sic).”

The above claims and others about a DJT/Russia connection et al are pure rubbish.

The lengthy Times magazine piece was all about smearing Russia, falsely claiming Kremlin
US election meddling, and demeaning Trump for defeating media darling Hillary.

No evidence was included to back any of the above claims. None exists.

In the run-up to and aftermath of US election 2020, Russiagate simmers largely below the
surface.
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If Trump’s legal action against brazen election fraud to deny him a second term succeeds —
what’s  highly  unlikely  but  possible  — will  a  phony  DJT/Russia  connection  again  make
headline news?

Will there be claims of Kremlin involvement in backing litigation to discredit Biden/Harris?

No matter how often the Russiagate Big Lie was debunked before, it may never die.

It may be around as long as the Russian Federation and China remain Washington’s favorite
national security threats.

Real ones don’t exist so they’re invented as pretexts to advance US imperial interests.

*
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Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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